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ABSTRACT:Numerous industrial applications 

require linear motion during their operating 

sequence. One of the least difficult and cost 

effective ways to achieve this is with a pneumatic 

actuator, often referred to as an air cylinder. 

Actuators are generally mechanical devices that take 

energy and convert it into some sort of movement. 

That movement can be in any structure, for 

example, blocking, clamping, or ejecting. This 

activity includes risks that may make minor 

significant injuries to operators, most usually crush 

injuries. Often we use to look into the forward 

motion of the cylinder has hazardous one than the 

reverse motion but actually the pneumatic cylinder 

has equivalent degree of dangers in invert 

movement as well,  so it is important to reduce the 

risk in the reverse motion. In this work the study of 

pneumatic cylinder and hazards in motion of the 

cylinder is to be analysed and deciding the correct 

method to decrease the danger in the pneumatic 

chamber movement. 

KEYWORDS:Actuator, Pneumatic cylinder, Light 

curtain Sensor, Reed switch, Hollow block, Reverse 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Pneumatic cylinders are usually utilized in 

many manufacturing industries especially in 

assembly units. The most well-known danger that 

are seen or experienced during working in the 

pneumatic  presses are crush injuries, exposure to 

high noise etc. There are other concealed dangers 

that are able to make harm to the workers. 

Particularly the opposite movement of the cylinder 

which is usually not considered has hazardous than 

the forward movement. But many crush injuries also 

taken place by the reverse motion of the cylinder. In 

this work we are discussing about the hidden hazard 

and the control strategies which are as of now 

existing and other design modifications to overcome 

the hazard in reverse movement of the cylinder.  

[1]. a technique for exact position control 

utilizing a pneumatic chamber driving device is 

introduced. To conquer the impact of friction force 

and transmission line, minimum friction type 

cylinder applied externally pressurized air bearing 

structure is utilized and two control valves appended 

both side of the cylinder directly.  

[2]. control algorithm is proposed for the position 

and trajectory control of pneumatic actuators based 

on the sliding mode control approach. The stability 

of motion is proved for the case of a linear, time-

invariant switching surface. A disadvantage of using 

sliding mode control for third- and higher-order 

mechanical systems is the need for acceleration 

feedback. 

 

II. SAFETY FUNCTIONS IN A 

PNEUMATIC SYSTEM 
While designing a pneumatic system, there are five 

safety functions that must be considered. 

 Protection against unplanned start-up 

 Exhausting 

 Holding, blocking and stopping 

 Reversing the movement 

 Reducing speed 

 

Protection against unplanned start-up 

The important safety consideration in 

pneumatic system is to protect against the machine 

which starting up accidentally. The most well-

known approach to do this is with a pneumatic 

safety valve which has been worked for the reason, 

and ensured to the proper performance level(PL). 

For a basic solenoid valve is adequate, with a single 

valve component which will cut in. More complex 

valve developments are needed for applications, 

which will regularly require repetitive valve 

components to guarantee full security usefulness. A 

few items may have inbuilt gadgets for this capacity, 

while others may require a wellbeing PLC or relays 

to comply with safety requirements. 
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Exhaust or air pressure dump protection 

Exhausting of air tension in the system will 

presumably happen simultaneously as a sudden start 

up, . A pressure supply valve will close the air 

supply in case of any failure, forestalling 

overabundance pneumatic force developing in the 

framework. Simultaneously, pneumatic force inside 

the framework will be unloaded securely, although a 

manual exhaust can be used as a back-up. In the 

two-channel, three-valve framework that is 

ordinarily utilized with higher PL applications, the 

downstream stream will be more prominent than the 

input supply, so that downstream pressure can in 

any case be decreased to a protected level, 

regardless of whether the input valve neglects to 

stop. Later innovation is probably going to 

consolidate delicate beginning valves and position 

sensors to control accidental start up and pressure 

dumps.  

 

Holding, blocking and stopping 

Holding, hindering or halting operational 

gear is one of the key safety functions in a 

pneumatic system, and applies to a wide range of 

utilizations over a wide PL range. It could be as 

basic as introducing a pressure check valve in the 

cylinder port. The caught pneumatic air in the 

cylinder will hold the heap and ensure it can't move, 

and a pressure switch added to the circuit could give 

DC.  

 

Reversing cylinder movement 

In simple, low PL applications, this safety 

function can be accomplished in a pneumatic system 

by a spring-return solenoid valve. Higher PL 

applications will require a more robust solution, 

such as a servo-pneumatic unit. The other technique 

is the position of each valve element being sensed 

and transmitted to a safety PLC. This will ensure 

that the cylinder may possibly extend if both valve 

el components have moved. 

 

Reducing speed 

The easy way to implement the safety 

functions in a pneumatic system is reducing the 

speed. It requires the installation of simple flow 

controls that can be approved with the appropriate 

movement parameters. Tamper-resistant locks may 

be introduced to ensure these parameters are not 

adjusted. 

 

III. HAZARDS IN A PNEUMATIC 

SYSTEM 
The risks exists in the pneumatic system 

are significantly ordered into two, one is during 

activity and other one is during development of 

pneumatic system. The dangers related with the 

activity of pneumatic system are viewed as high 

danger. The regular injury that occurs in the 

pneumatic workstation is crush injuries because of 

pinch point operation. 

 

Types of pinch point injuries include  

 Amputations 

 Lacerations 

 Crushing of tissues and bones, and broken 

bones.  

During the reverse motion of cylinder there is 

possibility that hand may got crushed in between. 

 

IV. CONTROL OF HAZARDS IN 

PNEUMATIC CYLINDER 
There are many existing control procedures 

and gadgets that are available today to decrease the 

danger in the cylinder movement. The current 

measures gives safe working of pneumatic system in 

the industries Pneumatic technology  as of now 

incorporates a few safety features and parts to 

secure equipment and operators, to reduce down 

time, improve dependability and expand operational 

life. With the appearance of the Industrial Internet of 

Things (IIoT), pneumatics innovation is getting 

considerably more practical, with new abilities in 

following and estimation giving significantly more 

prominent knowledge into machine activity and the 

exhibition of parts and subsystems. With this extra 

usefulness comes a more extravagant occasion to 

monitor machine safety attributes and protect 

individuals and hardware from risk. 

 

Cylinder and actuator control 

Cylinder and actuators that hold tooling 

moving a vertical way can introduce an 

administrator squeezing danger and can harm the 

machine tooling on the off chance that they fall 

when air is released. To reduce or eliminate this 

safety risk, a locking gadget, for example, a pilot 

check valve or a mechanical obstructing should be 

utilized to hold the tooling in position during a crisis 

stop or force off condition.  

A pilot check valve, when used to hold 

vertical tooling in position, traps air which is 

consistently a safety concern. The check valve 

should in this manner incorporate a manual relief to 

deplete the stored air for repair or maintenance 

purposes. 

 

Safety Light Curtain sensors 

Safety Light Curtain sensor are one of the 

most well-known protections for pneumatic press 
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machine work location (risk zone). Safety light 

sensor is utilized for protecting work force around 

numerous dangerous machines. Light curtain gives 

freedom, adaptability and decreased workers fatigue 

when compared with other guarding strategies. 

 

Restraint device  

The restraint (hold) gadget uses links or 

cables that are appended to the operators hands at a 

fixed point. The links or cables must be acclimated 

to let the operators hand travel inside a foreordained 

safe territory. There is no expanding or withdrawing 

activity included. Therefore, hand-feeding 

apparatuses are regularly fundamental if the activity 

includes setting and eliminating work piece in the 

press work zone (danger zone).  

 

Pullback device 

Pullback gadgets use a progression of links 

joined to the operator’s hands, wrists, or potentially 

arms. This sort of gadget is essentially utilized on 

machines with stroking activity. At the point when 

the slide is up between cycles, the operator is 

permitted admittance to the press work region 

(danger zone). Pullback gadget not needed to utilize 

hand feeding tool placing and removing work piece 

in any case if use, it is extra safety control. 

 

Cushioning 

Compressed air can enter the cylinder at a 

fast phase. In the event that the cylinder hits the cap 

or head at rapid, it can prompt damage. To 

overcome that, most chambers are furnished with 

end-of-stroke safeguards/cushioning's, which 

diminish the cylinder's speed instantly before it 

arrives at the cover and thus reduces the impact of 

shock. 

 

There are two ways to reduce the shock: 

 Flexible shock absorbers 

 Adjustable cushioning 

 

Magnetic reed switch     

Magnetic reed switch is an electromagnetic 

switch used to control the progression of power in a 

circuit. when the piston with the magnetic band 

passes under the pneumatic cylinder Reed Switch, 

the switch's reeds close a circuit to produce a sign 

that can be utilized to control an electrically  

operating systems. 

 

Fixed guards 

Fixed guards are basic, simple to give and 

cover parts as well as tossing particles if any. Guard 

opening and its distance from the dangerous part 

should be completely protected. Such dispersing and 

distance are endorsed and formulae are additionally 

accessible however it is a choice of individual 

requirement. They should be a fit, adjust and to 

withstand speed, vibration, impact. It should be 

appropriately fitted by clamps, bolts, and so forth 

requires special devices for their expulsion for extra 

safety. 

 

Cost effective block mechanism 

The idea of making hindering mechanism 

in the pneumatic cylinder is to decrease the dangers 

in the backward movement of the cylinder rod and 

also to be used by all organisations which can't give 

high end control system to give protection to the 

workstation. The expense of this obstructing 

component is less than the existing control methods. 

The block inside the cylinder limits the reverse 

motion of piston rod and subsequently makes the 

gap during home position. 

 

Design of block 

Hollow Block diameter = D + 20% of D 

  D- Diameter of the piston rod 

 Example: diameter of piston rod is 100mm then the 

hollow block selection would be 

Hollow Block diameter    = 100 + 20% of 100 

= 120 mm 

 = 100 + 20 

 

Other control methods include: 

 Maintaining two hand control method by 

provide double hand reset and set button 

 Hazard recognition training for workers 

 Creating procurement policy that cover all safe 

systems in the machine 

Example: extended piston rod with reverse control 

valves (5/2) 
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V. RESULT 
Comparative study and analysis of control method for pneumatic cylinder press machine 

 

 
COMPARATIVE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF CONTROL METHOD 

  

The advantages of block mechanism are  

 Easy to install  

 No external disturbance or factor that affects 

the performance 

 Suitable for existing operation wherein major 

cannot be done  

 Can give effective protection during reverse 

stroke of cylinder operation  

 Quick and effective control method when other 

means of control need time to install 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
There are numerous ways to enhance 

safety in the pneumatic system with its own cost 

and requirements. The means of cost effective and 

easy to install and repair are most demanding way 

of safe system in pneumatics actuators. To have a 

safety control in the pneumatic cylinder first we 

should understand the operation that the cylinder is 

going to perform and the ultimate output that is 

produced from the operation and overall cost 

involved in the operation. By having all this in 

consideration the right choose of control has to 

implement. 

We are continually attempting to 

accomplish the right balance between giving a safe 

machines that satisfies industry guidelines and one 

that is not all that prohibitive that the end user finds 

the machines difficult to use if it is excessively 

prohibitive, at that point the end user will override 

safety devices for everyday tasks, prompting a 

dangerous working condition. To accomplish the 

right balance requires a multi-discipline way to 

deal with machine safety and usability. Mechanical, 

electrical and programming must be used together 

to make the machine safe and easy to operate. 
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